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Summary
Compared to two study periods mainly in January 1994 and 1995, the community of birds known to
breed on Chumbe Island. has extended from nine species to fourteen up to February 2014. Based on
extensive field observations, mist netting of birds according to constant effort standards, and
interviews with CHICOP staff, we assess that only one species out of nine may be declining from
unclear reasons, while eight have kept their numbers and status more or less unchanged. Out of the
five species that have become new breeding birds in the meantime, four are expected to have no
significant impact on the biocoenosis presently. One species may have a respective potential which
makes continuous monitoring advisable.
Human presence in the current form of CHICOP activities has altered parts of Chumbe in a modest
way. To further minimize adverse impacts on breeding birds, staff has already started to reduce the
access to non-natural sources of food from kitchen areas. The greater part of the tropical dry “coral
rag” forest has remained both untouched and scarcely explored as far as birds are concerned. A few
records of uncommon forest bird species deserve further attention. They may support the integrated
concept of environmental education and conservation by attracting guests different from the main
target groups.
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1

Introduction

When first setting foot on Chumbe in the early 1990s we found the island covered with dense coral
rag forest difficult to penetrate. The only buildings were the century-old lighthouse, the run-down
lighthouse-keeper´s house, and the small Indian Mosque. They were situated next to a broad breach
that had been broken as access up through the undercut rim of the coral limestone which forms the
island and its shoreline. Human activities had possibly influenced the island since longer times than
the buildings indicated, but have persisted ever since anyway.
However, no humans had settled on the island other than two CHICOP rangers on duty in weekly
shifts, when, in January 1993 and January 1994, we conducted baseline surveys that included the
birds of the island. It was not before our third survey, from December 1994 to January 1995, when
first steps were taken to build up additional structures like staff quarters, bandas for paying guests,
and to upgrade the lighthouse-keeper’s house into an information centre: actions following the
vision of an integrated concept of conservation and environmental education, funded by ecotourism,
as conceived and implemented by Sibylle Riedmiller, founder of the Chumbe Island Coral Park
(CHICOP) project, that also included the management of the pristine tropical dry forest.
Twenty years later, in February 2014, we responded once more to an invitation by Sibylle to revisit
Chumbe and undertake a follow-up monitoring survey. We were happy to see that the forest
appeared more or less the same, apart from the nature trails that were designed at the beginning of
the project.

View from the lighthouse to the east: left February 2014, right January 1994 (faded colours due to reproduction from old
diapositive). The structure of the forest has not changed much in the last two decades.
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We were curious to find out if the abundances of bird species to be found now, or the composition of
species had likewise remained similar, or if there were significant changes compared to the baseline
survey results. If there were changes, would they be related to natural developments, or rather
caused by human activities? In case of the latter, what could be done to minimize such impacts?
When reading our answers to these questions it should be kept in mind, that a fortnight of volunteer
field monitoring provides an assessment rather than a thorough, year-round research.

2 Study area, weather conditions, attendant circumstances
We stayed on the island for fourteen days, from February 04th to 17th, 2014. The survey comprised
the terrain between the manager house, ca 200 metres north of the education centre; the
southernmost guest accommodation, banda no. 7; and the western and eastern shoreline as far as
they are accessible by nature trails. Thus, the survey area measured about 250 and 300 metres
north-south, and east-west, respectively, covering a total of 75,000 square metres.
Habitat types within the study area included:
 Buildings
 Open sandy spaces and paths between the buildings, lightly vegetated with weeds, Casuarinas
etc.
 Intertidal pool and grove of mangroves spec. beneath a stand of tall Baobab Adamsonia digitata
trees
 Tropical dry “coral rag” forest up to 6 metres high, on fossil limestone rock, with soil restricted to
shallow pockets
 Towards the shores, a belt of bush up to 3 metres
 Intertidal zone as visible from the jetty south to the guest accommodations
 For gulls and terns: the shallow waters of the marine park including the two southerly islets

Sites used for capturing and ringing of birds
Three netting sites were used: One in light coral rag bush about 30 m east of the southernmost guest
accommodation (“Banda 7”); the second one beneath the Baobabs and mangroves at the intertidal
pool (“IP”); and finally one in medium tall bush, mainly half way between the staff kitchen area and
the manager house in the north (“Mh”), alongside the path connecting both.
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Sites for mist netting in 2014: view from lighthouse (left) and from the ground (right)

Site „Banda 7“, about 30 m E of Banda 7, as seen from top of
the lighthouse in southerly direction

Coral rag bush at netting site Banda 7

Net at bridge, crossing over intertidal pool, among
mangroves and baobabs. Two more nets a few metres west
(not visible)

Site „mangrove pools“, west of the lighthouse

Site “Manager house, Mh” half way between staff kitchen and
manager house, seen from top of the lighthouse in northerly
direction
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Closed nets alongside footpath leading through medium
high coral rag forest, to the right side worn off composted
coconut leaves

Weather, vegetation, insects
In 2013 Unguja had received rain as usual, mainly in April and November, but very little rain had
fallen on Chumbe. In the last years increasing winds from westerly directions had been passing
clouds over Chumbe that produced less rain, but were strong enough at times to break even full
grown Euphorbias und strangler figs according to CHICOP’s Head Ranger,Omari Nyange. In former
times, northeast monsoon winds had brought rains from November and triggered the vegetation to
start flowering which in turn favoured the production of food for birds (PAKENHAM 1979). Upon our
arrival in February 2014, we found the vegetation dry without any fruit or berries, and few insects,
spiders etc. visible.

3 Methods & activities







Field observations with binoculars and telescope 40x.
Mist netting and ringing of birds according to constant effort standards: The nets at the intertidal
pool were placed at exactly the same spots as in 1994 and 1994/1995. The mangroves, however,
had grown much taller in the meantime. The two other sites used in these years had been
altered to a greater extent in the meantime. However, the new sites Banda 7 and Manager house
appeared to be perfect equivalents to the old ones. They were quite near to the former sites and
resembled them very closely in terms of habitat and setting, suggesting that constant effort
standards were met sufficiently in this respect.
We had nets open from Feb 6th to 15th, but dependent on weather and other circumstances not
all of the 7 nets (of 6 m length each) were open all the time at each site. In the end, we arranged
that each site was covered during a total of 12 half day portions, and that a total net length of 36
m was employed on average, to meet the extent of the two previous surveys.
These, however, differed in two other respects beyond our influence:
Both previous surveys were conducted earlier than this time, namely, in the middle of January
1994, and between December and January 1994/1995. And both surveys had been following
periods of good rains, with lush vegetation and insect life (see above).
The bird rings were once more provided by Max-Planck-Institut fuer Ornithologie, Vogelwarte
Radolfzell Germany, by courtesy of Dr. Wolfgang Fiedler.
Interviews and discussions with rangers and project management:
As said before, two weeks fieldwork is too short for completing a comprehensive bird study.
Therefore, we were happy to draw extensive information from guiding rangers Ali Chaga, Juma
Omar, Juma Salum, Head Ranger Omari Nyange, and Conservation Manager Ulli Kloiber (see
Acknowledgements). A wide range of issues was discussed with enthusiasm and resulted in
mutual learning.
Presentation of preliminary results
We were happy to follow a proposal of Ulli Kloiber and gave an oral presentation to guiding
rangers, project management, interested staff and guests, that included issues like changes in
the last 20 years, preliminary results of our study on resident birds, and notes on palearctic
migrant birds on Chumbe.
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4 Results
4.1

Account of breeding species, and of species not recorded on
Chumbe before

In this section we only present information relevant to the monitoring of breeding birds, including
five species that have not been recorded or listed on Chumbe before. We have also updated the
status ratings of the preceding check lists. Records of non-breeding species will be supplemented
later, together with an updated and revised edition of the most recent bird species list (KLOIBER et al.
2013). For the sake of easy reference, we adopted the alphabetic order introduced in this list. For the
commonly used taxonomic order, please refer to Field Guides (f. e. STEVENSON & FANSHAWE 2009) or to
“the” Check List for Chumbe, which should be cited as ILES & KOEHLER 1995.
Status codes
R = Resident all year
B = Known to breed
C = Commonly seen
U = Uncommonly seen

W = Winter only
V = Vagrant (1 or 2 records only)
M = Migrant
O = Recorded offshore

Accipiter tachiro African Goshawk
New species to Chumbe, status unclear
After thoroughly discussing al details, a bird of prey seen feeding on a freshly killed Red-eyed Dove by
Omari Nyange on Feb 15th, 2014 was identified as an adult of this species. Likewise, Ali Chaga
described very precisely one immature bird he had seen some time ago. PAKENHAM (1979) found this
species fairly common during the period of his service, 1929 to 1956.
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Acrocephalus baeticatus African Reed Warbler
Unchanged status RBC
Up to three at a time regularly seen in search of insects, spiders, etc. Using many habitats and strata:
Around the intertidal pool, hopping about on moist ground among the mangroves; in Casuarinas
around the education centre up to 6 m above the ground. Neutral to people as elsewhere. Breeding
time was over, all six adult birds captured for ringing in 2014 were in active post-breeding moult (see
picture taken Feb 8th), while the only one first-year bird had not yet started juvenile moult.

Andropadus importunus insularis Zanzibar Sombre Greenbul Kuruwiji
Unchanged status RBC
Not shy as well, sometimes more than five individuals at a time coming to the kitchen area for scraps,
even from quite a distance: One individual ringed here was seen later at the eastern shore, ca 300 m
air-line distance. A few seen carrying food items like rice or bread indicating they were feeding young
still at nest. However, all 15 birds captured in 2014 were adults in post-breeding moult. This number
includes 5 birds captured in a net which was set closer to the kitchen area than the constant effort
standard for the site Manager house would suggest. However, it should be kept in mind separately. It
was run for a short time only at the very end of the capture activities.

©Tenfelde
Zanzibar Sombre Greenbul in Euphorbia nyikae

Renewing tail-feathers, as part of post-breeding moult in a
Greenbul is discussed between (from left) Juma Salum,
Omari Nyange, and Peter Koehler.
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Apaloderma narina Narina Trogon
New species to Chumbe, status unclear
First record by Dick Persson, who took a photograph of an immature or a female labelled August
2009, Forest Chumbe Island. We heard one calling from a distance, north of the intertidal pool on
Feb. 14th and one or two birds in the morning of Feb. 17th. Rated Vagrant for Zanzibar (Pakenham
1979).
This is a spectacular bird with a bright green and red plumage. Despite its striking colours, it is hard to
spot in the canopy as it sits still for long periods. In case a dedicated search for the species would
reveal that it is a Chumbe resident, thought might be given to advertise it as a rare but possible
highlight for overseas birders. It might also be an incentive to upgrade forest walks.

Narina Trogon, picture taken by Dick Persson, exhibited at
education centre, Chumbe Is.

Apus affinis Little Swift Baruwai
Unchanged status RBC
As 20 years ago, a breeding colony at the lighthouse, with 25 to 30 nests, both old and new, and
screaming parties of some 75 individuals in the evenings.
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Centropus superciliosus White-browed Coucal Dudumizi
New status RCB?
Earlier rated vagrant for Chumbe (ILES & KOEHLER 1995), has become more common from 2003 and
believed to breed (Omari Nyange). Presently to be seen all over the compound, observant but not
shy, contrary to the mainland where persecuted. Up to four at a time scavenging near kitchen and
compost area which may contribute to benefit the species. Wide variety of food includes insects, but
readily preys on reptiles, small mammals, and nestling birds. Impact on the composition of species to
be studied. Killed three full-grown specimen (of African Reed, Paradise Flycatcher, Mouse-coloured
Sunbird) captured in our nets despite short control intervals.
Of medium size and easy to check even with the naked eye, the only individual ringed by us
(Immature, hatched 2013; caught at Banda 7, Feb 15th) could be a promising target for
spatiotemporal monitoring, possibly providing an exciting life history in the future, and good for
involving guests in this search.

Cinnyris (Nectarinia) bifasciata Purple-banded Sunbird
Unchanged status RBC
The less common of the Sunbirds breeding here. One adult female in post-breeding moult and one
first-year male in juvenile moult captured in 2014.

Adult male in breeding plumage, caught in 1994
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Corvus splendens Indian house Crow Kunguru
New status Culled species
Introduced to Zanzibar and considered an abundant pest later. Had spread to Chumbe as well, and
affected, among others, the breeding colony of Roseate Terns, which is an endangered species.
Effective culling since 2006, no one seen.
Cossypha natalensis Red-capped Robin Chat
Unchanged status RBC
Breeds in May (f. e. outside hut of Omari Nyange) and October to December (Pakenham; own
observations). All four adults captured in 2014 had worn flight feathers, post-breeding moult had not
yet begun. No first-year birds captured in 2014. This might indicate that no breeding had occured at
the end of 2013 due to the dry conditions. Subdued singing started after rainfalls from Feb 7th. Does
not visit the kitchen or dining areas for food.
PAKENHAM (1979) stated that the Zanzibar subspecies is C. n. intensa, versus “var. natalensis” as given
in a blueprint to the 2013 update to the Chumbe Aves list.

Cyanomitra (Nectarinia) veroxii Mouse-coloured Sunbird
Unchanged status RBC
The somewhat commoner Sunbird within the study area. One adult in post-breeding moult and three
first-years captured in 2014.
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Egretta dimorpha Dimorphic Egret
New status RBC
Up to twenty fishing in the intertidal zone west of the compound. One pair feeding two young in a
nest at the southern tip.

Halcyon senegaloides Mangrove Kingfisher Vuachwe-domohina
New status RBC
One full-grown juvenile (see photo) was still attended by, and spent the night close to both parents
perched above the bridge over the intertidal pool (Juma Omar had discovered this family roost). One
of the parents and the juvenile were captured and ringed in 2014. We are almost certain, that more
than two adults are living within the study area, as we encountered individuals in territorial conflicts
more than once. Now quite confident to man, in contrast to 20 years ago, when the species was
found to be rather shy. Omari Nyange reports that the species had begun breeding on Chumbe
already in preceding years, and saw adults feeding young.

Mangrove Kingfisher, full grown juvenile 2014
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A world record in Kingfisher longevity, held by a Mangrove Kingfisher living on Chumbe?
Juma Omar is positive about having seen a Kingfisher with a metal ring on its leg in mid-January 2014,
two weeks before we captured the two above mentioned birds. This means that Juma´s observation
can refer only to one out of three Kingfishers which we had ringed as early as 1994. Two of them had
been captured on January 15, the third one got his ring on December 31.
At the time of ringing, their precise age was unknown but all three were older than one year. Thus,
the individual seen by Juma should be at least twenty one years old! Further confirmation is needed
if this is an age record for Kingfishers. However, there are quite a few bird species that are known to
grow much older.
At least one of these three had been photographed several times since: The first of these pictures,
taken by an anonymous guest on July 19th, 2009, even allows to trace back to the individual ringed
Dec 31st, as the last digits of the ring number EK 54131 are shown clearly on this picture. Other
photos show ring sections with more initial numbers, or with parts of the address Vogelwarte
Radolfzell Germania, but do not allow assignment to an individual. Such photos were taken in
December 2010 (Oskar Henriksson) and again in February and March 2012 (Anonymus; Markus
Meissl).

Two decades later: photo taken by
an anonymous guest,
th
Feb 17 , 2012:

One of the three Mangrove Kingfishers caught in
st
the year 1994, picture taken December 31 .

The visible section of the ring number .K 54… (and, if zoomed in, parts of the
fine-printed address Radolfzell Germania) show that this is one of three
Mangrove Kingfishers captured and ringed on Chumbe as early as 1994,
either in January or in December, and then already a full grown adult.
However, only the very last digit would allow identification of the
individual.
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Haliaeetus vocifer African Fish Eagle Yowe (kwazi)
New status RBC
One pair was nesting possibly at the east side of the island and reared two juveniles in June-August
2012 (observation Ulli Kloiber). During our stay, only the adults were seen. Their food included one
Dimorphic Egret and one large Parrot fish.

Hedydipna collaris Collared Sunbird
New species to Chumbe
A first-year specimen captured on Feb 9th 2014 at in the forest of Banda 7 was just about to start
body moult. Its appearance on Chumbe is no surprise since this species is abundant throughout
Zanzibar (PAKENHAM 1979).
Merops nubicus Northern Carmine Bee-eater

New species to Chumbe
(and new to Zanzibar?) Vagrant
th
4 adults were first seen on Feb 10 two of which stayed for three more days.
Not listed by PAKENHAM 1979. This intra-African migrant species breeds mainly in Sudan. From
September to April it is sometimes common in eastern Tanzania coastal districts (STEVENSON &
FANSHAWE 2009).

©Tenfelde
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Passer domesticus House Sparrow
New species to Chumbe RBC
A flock of nine had flown over from Zanzibar in 2003. While three of them died soon after, the
remaining six became ancestors to the present island population of some 50 individuals. Near to the
kitchen more than 30 may be seen together, visits the dining area for food, single ones also at the
manager house. 11 nests (old and new ones) were built under the roof thatching of the education
centre, two more on electric installations on ground floor walls.

Sterna dougallii Roseate Tern
Unchanged status N/A BCO
When breeding, present from ca July to October (on the two islets at the southern tip of Chumbe).
Has bred, however, only three times in the last 20 years: 1994 (ILES 1994), 2006 (PETERS 2006), and
2012 (KLOIBER 2012). Before and after the breeding event of 1994, up to 500 individuals had been
seen in Chumbe waters also in January and December (KOEHLER & KOEHLER, unpublished CHICOP
reports 1993 and 1994). In 2014, none seen.
Streptopelia semitorquata Red-eyed Dove Mwigo
Unchanged status RBC
Breeding numbers have increased strongly, now “breeding everywhere, young hatching from end of
May, most are full grown by July. In that time adults make daily flights to Zanzibar to feed in rice
fields” (Omari Nyange). Compared to 1993-1995 appears less wary in February 2014, flocks up to 30.
Up to 3 north of the kitchen but none seen at the other netting sites, none captured.

Red-eyed Dove

caught during our former surveys, 20 years ago.
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Strix woodfordi African Wood Owl
Alter Status V CL
Two observations of each one individual sitting in a window recess of the lighthouse (Omari Nyange).

Terpsiphone viridis African Paradise-flycatcher (Red-winged P F)
Unchanged status RBC
(Erroneous status in the 2013 list: Was and is RBC).
Again a species indifferent to humans, often up to three at a time perched around and at the
education centre darting after flying insects. In 2014 we captured five first-year birds (including one
killed by a Coucal), and four adults which had started or already completed post-breeding moult. Two
adult males could be attributed to the subspecies ungujaensis having a metallic blue-black glossy
throat (instead of plain blue-grey of T. v. plumbeiceps supposed to migrate northwards from
southern Africa).

One of the males captured at the
intertidal pool, which was seen later in
many parts of the study area.

4.2

Overall reproduction and abundances of breeding species in 2014
compared to 1994 / 1995

Capturing birds can provide data that support the assessment of




the reproductive success of species
the relative frequency of a species in given periods of time
the abundance pattern of different species within a biocoenosis

When comparing two or more periods, the accuracy of the results depends on how effectively
constant effort standards are met in the periods compared.
Above we had pointed out that


the locations of the netting sites,
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the net lengths employed,
and the length of time during which the nets had been open,

were all fairly constant in the three periods.
The two earlier periods, however, had differed from 2014 in two respects.
(1) Both had been following periods of good rains, with lush vegetation, ripe berries and an
abundant insect life, which had certainly favoured the reproductive behaviour and output, i.e.
the number of young birds present in the population. In 2014 the vegetation had received only
little rain, and there were no fruits and berries and few insects (see Methods).

Above: Flowering and fruiting of the vegetation as well as macroinvertebrates like insects and spiders contributed to the
food supply of birds in 1994. Below: This contrasted sharply to the situation in Jan./February 2014, with dry vegetation

(2) In 1994, birds were captured in the middle of January, in 1994/1995 between December and
January, and young birds of some species were still being fed by their parents, or were just
independent from them. Thus, both periods were some three to five weeks earlier than in 2014.
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In January 1994 a whole family of African Paradise
Flycatcher with two young birds (right) male and female
was caught in our nets (see also front picture).

Young Red-capped Robin Chat with a parent bird in 1994

4.2.1 The reproductive success of species
In 2014, no young birds were seen being fed by parents, with the exception of a few Greenbuls
carrying food away from the kitchen area, which might indicate feeding somewhere in the bush. In
the total of captured birds however, the overall percentage of some 22 percent of independent firstyear birds versus adults did not differ significantly from the earlier periods (Figure 1).
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60%

first year
not identified unknown

40%
38

24
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1994/95

adult

33

20%
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Figure 1: Proportions (%) of age classes and absolute numbers of captured birds in the periods of study

Within the species, however, the available numbers of adults versus first-year appear too small for a
well-founded consideration of reproduction success and should be interpreted with usual caution.
Nevertheless it is reasonable to assume that the more dry conditions of 2014 had a negative impact
on the reproduction of certain species, while others were certainly less affected, or even not at all.
The latter include species that are known to take advantage of human presence, mainly by using new
sources of food. Among these are White-browed Coucal, Red-eyed Dove, Zanzibar Sombre Greenbul,
and House Sparrow. See above in species account for details.
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4.2.2 The relative frequency of a species in the three periods
There are many factors that cause the numbers of individuals within a population to fluctuate to a
great extent even under normal conditions. Ups and downs are often exceeding one third of a mean.
Without dwelling on this knowledge base in detail, we consider most changes as not significant that
are shown in Figure 2 over the three study periods.
25
20
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Collard Sunbird

White-browed Coucal

Blue-mantled Crestedflycatcher

African Paradiseflycatcher

Spotted Flycatcher

Mangrove Kingfisher

Purple-banded Sunbird

Red-capped Robin-Chat

Red-eyed Dove

12/94-1/95
Zanzibar Sombre
Greenbul

0
Mouse-coloured Sunbird

1/94
African Reed Warbler

5

1/14-2/14

Figure 2: Abundances (totals adults and first-year birds) of all species captured on Chumbe in the periods of study.

We discuss our opinion by using the examples of African Reed Warblers and Mouse-coloured
Sunbirds. These species had produced 22 and 21 captured individuals in January 1994. One year
later, only eight African Reed, and nine Mouse-coloured, were captured, when virtually the whole
setting seemed unchanged including weather, vegetation, insects etc. After twenty years, and with
these key factors very much different, it appears rather surprising that most Chumbe species did not
respond stronger but had remained fairly as frequent. However, our second example, Mousecoloured Sunbird, may be the only exception, as it continued to decrease over all three periods which
may suggest an actual trend downward.
The numbers of captured Greenbuls and Paradise-flycatchers have increased, and from what we and
others have seen in the field one is inclined to interpret this increase as real. However, it should be
kept in mind that the increase might be due to the fact that both species may now be more easily to
observe, as they make readily use of more opened-up spaces around the compound (Paradiseflycatcher), or meet in the kitchen area when collecting food scraps (Greenbul). Formerly, they kept
more to the interior of the bush and appeared less present and visible.
Red-eyed Dove and House Sparrow stand for species whose numbers have increased beyond doubt,
but their increase is not reflected in the numbers captured. While the bulk of breeding Doves had
not yet arrived in February, House Sparrows, while present, remained too close to the buildings and
too far from our netting sites.
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These examples may point out that a combined approach from several methods is necessary to
assess trends for the Chumbe species under the given conditions, which we try to accomplish in
Table 1. More thorough methods would be to either count the numbers of singing males,
standardized early in the morning and along defined stretches of way, at the onset and peak of their
breeding season respectively; or to carefully but completely search for nests in a defined sample
area.

Table 1:

Revised status and assessed trends of breeding species, and provisional status of
species not recorded on Chumbe before. For status codes see 4.1.,
Trend codes: + and ++ (strong) increase; +/- unchanged, - decrease

Nine species breeding on Chumbe of unchanged status
Acrocephalus baeticatus African Reed Warbler
Andropadus importunus insularis Zanzibar Sombre Greenbul
Apus affinis Little Swift
Cinnyris (Nectarinia) bifasciata Purple-banded Sunbird
Cossypha natalensis Red-capped Robin Chat
Cyanomitra (Nectarinia) veroxii Mouse-coloured Sunbird
Terpsiphone viridis African Paradise-flycatcher (Red-winged P F)
Streptopelia semitorquata Red-eyed Dove
Sterna dougallii Roseate Tern

trend

N/A

RBC
RBC
RBC
RBC
RBC
RBC
RBC
RBC
BCO

+/+?
?
+/+/-?
+?
++
?

RCB?
RBC
RBC
RBC
RBC

+
+/+/+/?

Five former non-breeding species now found or supposed to breed
Centropus superciliosus White-browed Coucal
Egretta dimorpha Dimorphic Egret
Halcyon senegaloides Mangrove Kingfisher
Haliaeetus vocifer African Fish Eagle
Passer domesticus House Sparrow

Two potential breeding species
Corvus splendens Indian house Crow
Strix woodfordi
African Wood Owl

New status Culled species
Present Status V (CL) RB?

Four Species not recorded on Chumbe before, with tentative status rating
Accipiter tachiro African Goshawk
Apaloderma narina Narina Trogon
Hedydipna collaris Collared Sunbird
Merops nubicus Northern Carmine Bee-eater

Vagrant ?
Resident?
Vagrant ?
Vagrant
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4.2.3 The abundance pattern of different species within the
Chumbe biocoenosis
Apart from House Sparrows, which remain more or less confined to built-up areas around the
compound, there is no element completely new to the Chumbe community of breeding birds. Of the
other few species that have begun to breed on the island (see Table 1) Dimorphic Egret, Mangrove
Kingfisher and Fish Eagle are not suspect to impact other breeding species directly. Despite this
augmentation the biocoenosis is considered therefore as extended but otherwise mainly unchanged
compared to twenty years ago. Alone the “old newcomer” White-browed Coucal may possess the
potential to rearrange the former array of species as it has a reputation for cunningly going for young
birds sitting still in their nests. While the number of Coucals seen in the study area is estimated to be
well below ten, it is nevertheless a well established species compared to twenty years ago. However,
as pointed out above in 4.2.2, we do not see significant changes in other species by now, with a
possible exception in Mouse-coloured Sunbirds.

5

Conclusions and Recommendations

Human presence in the current form of CHICOP activities has altered parts of Chumbe in a modest
way. In the past, positive actions included the removal of predators to birds still present 20 years
ago:
•
•
•

A large population of Rats Rattus norvegicus was successfully eradicated in 1997
House cat: one individual relocated to Zanzibar in 1994
Indian House Crow: effective culling since 2006

We addressed adverse changes in food sources for birds in the last 20 years
•
•

Leftovers from kitchen supply the compost area
Birds are fed by visitors and staff (feeding of Coconut Crab)

To further minimize adverse impacts on breeding birds, staff has already started to reduce the access
to non-natural sources of food from kitchen and compost areas.
White-browed Coucals may have a potential to impact the breeding success of other species which
makes continuous monitoring advisable.
The greater part of the tropical dry “coral rag” forest has remained both untouched and scarcely
explored as far as birds are concerned. A few records of uncommon forest bird species like Narina
Trogon or Wood Owl deserve further attention. They may support the integrated concept of
environmental education and conservation by attracting guests different from the main target
groups.
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